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1 . Introduction 

In the one-f1uid theory of mixtures, the the rmodynamic 
properties of a mixture are equated to those of an equivalent 
but hypothetical pure substance [1] . I The theory can be 
jus tified under well-defin ed assumptions and turns out to be 
a convenient practical tool. It is therefore logical to extend 
the one-f1uid concept to the transport coeffi cients. For 
example if, as is usually done, a mixture is characterized by 
the density, p, the temperature, T, and by mass or mole 
fractions, x (or by P, T, and x, where P is the pressure) one 
might be expected to have for the viscosity ('1/mlx) and 
thermal conductivity (Amix), 

'1/mlx(P, T, x) = '1/x(P , T) 

Amix(P, T, x) = Ax(P, T) 

(1) 

(2) 

where '1/x and Ax are the transport coefficients for the 
hypothetical pure substance . 

In fact, eqs (1) a nd (2) have been used to calculate the 
transport coefficients of mixtures with some success [2, 3] 
yet, even assuming the one-f1uid approximation is valid on 
statistical mechanical grounds, their justification is open to 
question . Three brief comments on this point are given here. 

2. Thermal Diffusion Factor 

For simplicity consider a binary isotropic mixture of 
species 1 and 2. The heat flux , Jq , and the diffusion f1ux, 
JI(JI = - J2), can be given by 

Jq - Jlh' = - 8*V r /-L' - y *VT 

J] = -a*Vr/-L' - f3*VT 
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(3) 

(4) 

Similarly for th e f1ux of momentum , J: 

(5) 

In the above, /-L' is th e chemi cal potential, /-L = /-LI - /-L2; 
h ' is the specifi c enthalpy, h' = hi - h; ; u is the center of 
mass veloc ity; and 8*, etc., are Onsager phenomenological 
coeffi cients with 8 * = f3*T. Identifying these phenomenolog
ical coeffi cients with the usual definition s of the transport 
coeffi cients, '1/mix and Amix , one has 

'1/mix == r * 
f3*8 * 

Amix == "I * - --*
a 

(6) 

But the one-fluid model equates Amix with "1* since Amix == 
Ax · 

In practice, however, one can argue that the term f3*8* / 
a* of eq (6) is generally s mall. f3*8* /a* will van ish as th e 
thermal diffusion factor , kj.. It is straightforward to show 

that kt tends to zero as the term (AI + ~1 ~ J tends to 

zero in the special case of a dilute gas mixture of hard 
spheres . [Here we have characterized spec ies 1 by size (J t 

a nd mass m], and species 2 by (J2 = (J1 ( 1 + AI ) and m2 = 
mt(l + A2)]. Further, on the basis of the hard sphere 
Enskog theory of mixtures [4], it appea rs kj. will van ish as 
the square of the mass difference and th e square of the size 
difference to all orders in density. Hence, although kr 
s trictly is not known theoreti cally (or ex perimenta ll y) for a 
realistic intermolecular interac tion for all densiti es, it does 
seem reasonable to suppose that kj. will generally be small , 
and that Amix = Ax as in eq (2) [2). 

3. Critical Region 

Our next comment concerns the critical region. An appar
ent difficulty arises if the mixture is close to a gas/liquid 
critical point (plait point) because limited experimental 
evidence [5] and the theoretical results of Mistura [6] suggest 
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that the thermal conduc tivity coefficients is finite (an azeo
tropic critical point excepted), in contrast to the behavior of 
the coefficient of a pure fluid which is known to diverge [7]. 
At first sight , however, eq (2) leads to a divergent coefficient 
in the vicinity of th e plait point (fC, pC, PC) of a mixture . 

It is perhaps interesting to note that thi s preliminary 
conclusion is incorrect. The reason is that the critical 
behavior of the thermal conductivity coefficient from eq (2) 
is determined by the conditions of mechanical stability, 
whereas the behavior of a true mixture is determined by the 
conditions of material stability. Thus, although Ax would 
display a critical point enhancement as the cri tical tempera
ture, T'l" and the critical density p~ (or critical pressure, 
fXx) of the hypothetical pure substance are approached, 
these variables are essentially inaccessible: the true critical 
temperature, fC, is greater than T'l" and Pc is greater than 
fXx, for example. Hence Ax cannot diverge [1OJ. 

To illustrate the type of behavior one would expect from 
eq (2) we have calculated the critical anomalous part of the 
thermal conductivity coeffi cient, !1'Ac, for a methane/propane 
mixture as a function of mole fraction along the plait point 
locus using the methods of references [2] and [3]. Estimates 
of this locus were obtained from data listed in reference [8]. 

Following eq (2), we set !1'Ac = !1'A~ . !1'A~ was then 
determined from the thermal conductivity of methane (see 
references [3] and [9]). The result is shown in fi gure 1. It is 
seen that unless XCH. approaches one or zero, !1Ac is small. 

4. Selection of Variables 

Lastly, discussion of the critical region raises the comment 
on the variables chosen to describe the properties of a 
mixture in general. According to mode rn theory of the 
behavior of a fluid in the vicinity of a critical point [11], the 
variables selected are significan t - especially if the proper
ties of a mixture are to be equated with those of a pure fluid 
[12]; which is implied here . In our work , for instance, the 
transport coeffi cients, 'Y/rnix and 'Arnix , have been character
ized by the density (or pressure, P) , the temperature , and a 
mass fraction. The theory of Griffiths and co-workers [11] , 
and of Mistura [6] , implies, however, that the coeffi c ients 
should be considered with respect to the intensive variables, 
P, T, and J1.. It is apparent, therefore, that eqs (1) and (2) 
should be reexamined in thi s coordinate system. 
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FIGUR E 1. The critical excess thermal conductivity coefficient , d)'c; 
along the plait point curve for a methane/propane mixture, calculated by the 
method described in references [3) and [9}. 

An order-of-magnitude valut: for the th ermal conduc tivit y of this mixture in the absence of an y 
critical point anomaly is - SO mW/m-K. 
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